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1. Introduction

Development of appropriate irrigation managements in order to produce crops of high quality without water waste is a relevant theme worldwide in the face of the global environmental change and the related perspectives for a future increment in dryness (IPCC, 2001). Drought stress imposes adverse effects on plant yield and productivity affecting mainly leaf and root growth, stomatal conductance, photosynthetic rate and biomass gain (Blum, 1998). Based on studies carried in the last decade, it is clear that plants perceive and respond quickly to minima modifications in water status by means of a series of cellular, physiological and molecular events developing in a parallel feature (Chaves et al., 2009). The duration, intensity and rate of evolution of forced drought are responsible to modulate the various levels of response.

All living organisms depend directly or indirectly from the energy of photosynthesis, the only process that can absorb the energy from the sun to oxidize water, release oxygen and to reduce carbon dioxide forming carbohydrate. On that basis, how decreasing cellular water content affects the photosynthetic process is an interesting issue for present and future debates (Krieg, 1983; Chaves, 1991; Lawlor and Cornic, 2002; Flexas and Medrano, 2002; Chaves et al, 2009). Photosynthesis consists of a set of integrated reactions submitted to a range of conditions under environmental and genetic control. Under field conditions, it is accepted that the decrease in photosynthesis in response to moderate water stress in soil and/or atmosphere is firstly due to stomata closure (Chaves et al., 2002, 2003). However, the extent and the nature of the restriction of carbon assimilation in leaves under water stress occur, mainly due to stomata or non-stomata limitations, is still in debate (Tzara et al. 1999; Cornic, 2000, Lawlor and Cornic, 2002; Flexas et al., 2004). Changes in plant growth elicited by low water availability have also been associated to modulations on the balance between photosynthesis and respiration. These processes are
Intimately related (Bartoli et al., 2005; Flexas et al., 2006; Martim et al. 2009). In general, from the total carbon incorporated in carbohydrate by photosynthesis, more than 50% is spent in respiratory rates; nevertheless, this relationship may alter under drought conditions. Respiration is an essential metabolic process that generates not only Adenosine Tri-Phosphate (ATP) but several carbon skeletons - metabolites that are used in many synthetic processes essential for growth and maintenance of the cell homeostasis, including under stress conditions (MacCabe et al., 2000; Bartoli et al., 2000). Remarkably, mitochondria are involved in several metabolic processes concerned in cell adaptation to abiotic stress, like photorespiratory cycle (Kramer, 1995), proline metabolism which accumulates under hyperosmotic stress (Kiousue et al., 1996), programmed cellular death (Rhoads et al., 2006), themselves and the cell defense from a excess Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) particularly under salinity and drought (Alsher et al., 1997).

Other implications to plant development in response to drought is the altered partitioning of carbon between the leaf and others organs (Chaves, 1991). The amount of carbon available for storage, maintenance and translocation is determined by key regulatory process in source leaves. Under water deficit, there is a strong reduction in levels of inactive osmotically solutes (starch) and increase in active osmotically solutes (soluble sugars) and as a consequence the osmotic potential decreases, contributing to the maintenance of leaf water status (Pelleschi et al., 1997; Pinheiro et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2001). Sucrose plays a crucial role in plant growth and development not only as a key molecule in energy transduction and storage, but also because there is increasing evidence that sucrose or several metabolites derived from it may function as regulators of cellular metabolism (Smeekens and Rook, 1997). Moreover, the sugars play a substantial role during plant growth and development under abiotic stress, especially drought. Like a hormone, sugars can act as primary messengers and regulate signals that control the expression of several genes involved in sugar metabolism. Nevertheless, the use of sucrose as carbon source and energy depends on their hydrolysis into hexoses catalyzed by sucrose synthase or invertase. Invertase (EC 3.2.1.26, β-fructofuranosidase) is a hydrolase present in diverse isoforms with different biochemical properties and subcellular localization (Sturm, 1996). The invertases have a key important role in several cellular processes like phloem loading/unloading, defense response to abiotic and biotic stresses and cellular turgor recover (Sturm and Tang, 1999).

Agriculture represents 70% of freshwater expenditure worldwide, and this percentage rises above 90% in arid countries (WRI, 2005). Therefore, the water availability for irrigation is scarce in many areas due to aridity increment in the world and competition for water by households, agriculture and industry (IPCC, 2007). Consequently, there are urgent needs to expand the use of irrigation management that improves high yield, quality and water use efficiency (WUE). Two techniques are widely used and investigated for this proposal: Deficit irrigation (DI) and Partial root-zone drying (PRD). Deficit irrigation is a strategy in which water is applied during drought-sensitive growth stages and water restraint is employed to drought-tolerant phenological stages, commonly the vegetative stages and the terminal ripening period. Partial root-zone drying (PRD) is innovation deficit irrigation (DI), which the water is provided only to one side of the root system leaving the other part to dry a certain water potential of the soil before rewetting by shifting irrigation to the dry side. As a consequence, the abscisic acid produced by roots in the dehydrating side is the chemical signal sent to the shoots and leaves via xylem that invariably reduces the stomatal conductance, transpiration and vegetative growth. At the same time, roots of the watered...
side maintain a favorable plant water status (Dry and Loveys, 1999; Dry et al., 2000, 2001; Chaves and Oliveira, 2004).

This chapter will focus the changes occurred in carbon metabolism from carbohydrate production (photosynthesis) until consumption (respiration) including the partitioning (sugar metabolism), in response to drought. Such a information will be discussed as a new approach to develop crop-specific irrigation managements.

2. Production and consumption of carbon under low water availability

From all processes that contribute to plant development, cell growth and photosynthesis are the firstly affected by drought. When the availability of water in the soil is scarce or vapor deficit pressure of the atmosphere is high, plants firstly respond by decreasing the stomatic aperture. As the main role of stomata is to perform gas exchange, this strategy has two consequences, prevent the water loss and limit CO$_2$ diffusion. Consequently, this might cause the reduction of the photosynthetic rates in drought conditions. Nevertheless, the extension and the nature of the diminished carbon assimilation in water stressed leaves are due to stomatic or non-stomatic limitations, a theme still under discussion (Tzara et al., 1999; Cornic, 2000; Lawlor and Cornic, 2002; Flexas et al., 2004).

Photosynthetic rate is gradually diminished with progressive reduction in relative water content (RWC). The complexity of photosynthesis is based on the activity of Rubisco (Ribulose 1,5 Biphosphate Carboxylase/Oxygenase) per unit leaf, the rate of RuBP (Ribulose Bisphosphate) resynthesis (hence on capture of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)) and on the CO$_2$ supply, given by stomatic conductance ($g_s$) and the ambient CO$_2$ concentration ($C_a$).

The CO$_2$ availability to the chloroplast is intrinsically dependent of the ambient CO$_2$ concentration and the pathway for diffusion between air and carboxilation site, mainly stomatic conductance in gas phase ($g_s$) and mesophilic conductance ($g_m$) in liquid phase. In hydrated leaves and a saturated environment with CO$_2$ and light the maximum rate of photosynthesis is denominated potential photosynthesis (Apot) (Lawlor and Cornic, 2002). Moreover, when relative water content lowering, to obtain the Apot is necessary Cc to saturated Rubisco and sufficient Ca to suppress the barriers imposed by stomatic and mesophilic conductances. In the first moment, when RWC decreased and the photosynthetic rate diminished, a high CO$_2$ concentration ($50$ a $150$ mL L$^{-1}$ de $5$ a $15\%$) can restore A to values near Apot, and consequently, the A is unaffected. Afterwards, the decreased photosynthesis cannot be restored by high CO$_2$ concentrations showing that Apot is impaired by metabolic factors. Parallel to this, photosynthesis fall gradually as RWC decreases showing that Apot is progressively inhibited and the effects of stomatic conductance are diminished. This response built from photosynthetic rate x internal concentration of CO$_2$ are termed response type I and Type II (Lawlor and Cornic, 2002).

Some species such Rhamnus alaternus, Rhamnus ludovici-salvatoris, Nicotiana sylvestris, Phaseolus vulgaris and Vitis vinifera have their photosynthetic rate mainly limited by stomatic conductance at the beginning of drought development. As drought severity evolves, activity of Rubisco is impaired and the levels of RuBP diminished, consisting as the main limiting factors for photosynthesis (Bota et al., 2004). In another way, plants like grasses show the carbon assimilation and quantic efficiency of photosystem II ($\sqrt{\text{PSII}}$) decreased quickly with RWC decline (Ghannoum et al., 2003). For these plants, the application of 2500 $\text{L L}^{-1}$ of CO$_2$ had no effect in photosynthetic rate and $\sqrt{\text{PSII}}$, showing that biochemical factors...
are limiting the photosynthetic process. In sunflower leaves, inhibited synthesis of RuBP caused by lower ATP content and not the CO₂ diffusion is the limiting factor to the photosynthesis (Tzara et al., 1999). Linear photosynthetic electron transfer consisting of Photosystem II (PSII) and and Photosystem I (PSI), both capable to convert light energy as ATP and reducing power NADPH, whereas PSI cyclic electron transfer (CET) is merely involved in ATP synthesis. ATP and NADPH from thylakoid linear electron transport are employed to chloroplast CO₂ or O₂ reduction. The electron flow in photosynthetic membranes is highly regulated and strongly dependent from substrate availability and redox level of the transfer cycle.

A little reduction in soil water content caused different degree of inhibition in photosynthetic rate and increase of non-photochemical quenching of chlorophyll a fluorescence in grapevine (Flexas et al., 1999). Under moderate drought the correlation between CO₂ assimilation and electron transfer was maintained, however under severe drought a strong inhibition of photosynthesis broke the mentioned correlation. The degree to which water stress impair the linear electron transport on thylakoid and the partitioning of electrons between produced in photosystem II (PSII) and consumed by acceptors depend on leaf water potential. In sunflower leaves, the chloroplast activity begins to reduce at the same leaf water potential that causes the stomatal closure and the electron transport begins to limit photosynthesis at leaf water potential below -1.1 MPa (Keck and Boyer, 1974). To investigate the linear photosynthetic electron transfer under drought conditions, it is necessary to consider two issues: the photosynthetic apparatus resistance and the substrate availability to chloroplast reactions. The carbon reduction by photosynthetic cycle is so far the main consumption of the electrons from water oxidation. So, when carbon assimilation decreases in consequence of a lower RWC, there is an increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to strong reduction in LPET and consequently increase the electron transfer to oxygen. In the absence of alternative cycles to use the electrons this is extremely damaging to the cells. When the photosynthesis decreases in response to lowering RWC, the most important way to use the electrons is the photorespiration, dark respiration and Mehler reactions (Cornic and Briantais, 1991). In general, a large portion of the total flow of electron is used by photorespiration that plays a key role in redox regulation until LPTE-reducing by low carbon assimilation (Haupt-Herting and Fock, 2000, 2002).

It is clear that drought induces several alterations in photosynthetic rate, often arisen as part of an overall response to desiccation which involve specific gene expression. In some cases, these alterations are consequence to self-resistant of the photosynthetic apparatus. The decrease in Ci caused metabolic change which limits photosynthesis reversibly being the photosynthetic apparatus damaged with advancement of drought (Cornic, 2000). However, under field conditions is usually accepted that the decrease in photosynthetic rate in response to moderate water stress (RWC 70-75%) is in first instance due to closed stomata (Chaves et al., 2002, 2003). In general reductions in transpiratory rate are associated with the stomatal aperture occurred at low water potential. In this condition the water use efficiency (WUE) instantly defined as the ratio Aₐ/E can be enhanced to maintain cellular metabolism and plant survival. This event can be mostly observed in plants drought tolerant like grapevine (Pou et al., 2008; Martim et al., 2009), alfafa (Erice et al., 2011) and drought-tolerant maize (Hund et al., 2009). Mediterranean plants with different growth pattern showed increase in leaf WUE with the initial decrease of water availability, but WUE decreased with lower water availability (Medrano et al., 2009). According to the authors, this pattern is explained by the relative changes of photosynthesis and stomatal conductance
as soil water deficit progress. This physiological process gives the plants the strategy of optimize carbon assimilation and minimize water losses related to decrease in g, which only causes a modest photosynthetic reduction. The later decrease in WUE of plants can be explained by metabolic impairment of the photosynthetic apparatus.

Focusing on concept of water use efficiency to the amount of water transpired relative to the amount applied with emphasis on soil factors that influence this ratio, any factor that restricts the root system reduces WUE. However, it is hardly known whether transpiration or WUE is mostly affected by a long period of soil compaction. The degree of consumption and loss of water is directly related with plant productivity like observed to wheat and maize where soil compaction reduced grain yields by reducing soil water storage and/or crop WUE (Radford et al 2001).

Soil compaction involves an increment in soil bulk density and connected with this are increment in soil strength and decrease in air permeability and hydraulic conductivity. In modern agriculture, the majority of soil compaction is caused by vehicular traffic (Flower and Lal, 1998). Soil compaction originating from anthropogenic or natural causes exerts an enormous impact on the establishment, growth and yield of crops in tropical regions. The capacity of intake water via roots located in deep wet soil layers is a key factor determining transpiration under soil dried conditions. Soil compaction affects root growth by increase mechanical resistance, lowering water availability and oxygen diffusion or by restricting nutrient supply. In regions where the soil resistance to penetrometer exceeding approximately 0.5 MPa, roots experiences great difficult to penetrate (Young et al. 1997) and they stop growing when soil resistance reaches 3.6 MPa (Masle, 1999). In contact with compact soil, root deepening is delayed and roots tend to have a clumped spatial arrangement causing water stress even in wet soil, due to an increase in resistance to the soil-root water flux. However, the extent to which WUE is diminished when root system employed their energy exploring complex channels rather than more direct paths toward water and nutrients is still unclear.

In limited availability of water, plant productivity is determined by amount of water available as well as water use efficiency. In agriculture, absorption and transpiration by the crop canopy determine the flow of water and CO₂ and therefore canopy photosynthetic water productivity and biomass water productivity. Shifting the focus from leaf to canopy there is an additional feature that should be considered because the approach is on a land area basis instead of leaf area basis. The radiation capture by a crop is intrinsically dependent of leaf area, generally evaluated by the leaf area index (LAI) on the arrangement of the leaves within the canopy as well as on the angle and intensity of incident radiation. Besides the solar radiation, plant density and the stage of vegetative growth determinate radiation interception. Moreover, of the total captured solar radiation just the portion that is photosynthetically active (PAR) is effective in CO₂ assimilation, while the whole spectrum is used for transpiration. At the canopy level the CO₂ assimilation of many crops usually doesn’t reach light saturation meaning that a linear response to irradiance is observed (Lowerse, 1980; Asseng and Hsiao, 2000). Then, any change in the quantity of radiation captured by canopy would affect at the same way CO₂ assimilation and transpiration. Nevertheless, at the canopy level, the CO₂ and water vapor share the transport pathway and energy source. A difference in that sensible heat flux can either add or remove energy for transpiration from the canopy independent of radiation. Therefore, the sharing of radiative energy source is a critical and often dominant factor in connecting CO₂ assimilation and transpiration rates at the canopy level.
When cultivated under non-stress conditions the maximum yield is defined as yield potential. WUE is mainly discussed in terms of plant production rather than gas exchange. At this framework, yield under drought conditions can be determined by genetic factors controlling yield potential and/or drought resistance and/or WUE. Photosynthesis is the primordial process to plant because the carbon compounds synthesize with input of energy from sunlight will be employed in several metabolic reactions. So, under stress conditions there should be a rearrangement at the cellular, molecular, biochemistry and physiological level to maintain the integrity of the photosynthetic apparatus. Photosynthetic apparatus is considered resistant to drought and its structure is not affected by inhibition of photosynthesis imposed by reductions in stomatal conductance which provide quickly responses of leaves to changes in environment water status. There is a number of studies showing the resistance of photosystem II (PSII) to soil desiccation (Abreu and Munné-Bosch, 2008; Munné-Bosch et al. 2009; Chernyad’ev, 2009; Georgieva et al. 2010; Ibáñez et al. 2010; Hura et al. 2011). This fact can be evidenced by the ability to recover of photosynthetic rate measured after re-irrigation of plants exposed to water scarcity. The dehydration of Haberlea plants leading the inhibition of quantum efficiency of PSII which was due to decreased efficiency of both excitation capture by open PSII reaction centres and, mainly, of photochemical quenching. In addition the CO$_2$ assimilation decreased sharply as a result of dehydration featuring no net assimilation seven days after dryness. But, seven days after rehydration of stressed plants the CO$_2$ assimilation was comparable to the irrigated plants (Georgieva et al. 2010). Table 1 shows that in stressed plants of Cabernet Sauvignon photosynthetic rate ($A_N$), stomatal conductance ($g_s$), transpiratory rate ($E$) and internal carbon concentration ($C_i$) declined with drought progress reaching the lowest values at the severe stress. However, gas exchange and leaf water potential measured 48 hours after rehydration of stressed plants presented recovery potential which $A_N$ and $C_i$ showed values very close to control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>$A_N$ (μmol CO$_2$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$g_s$ (mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$E$ (mmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$C_i$ (ppm)</th>
<th>WUE</th>
<th>$A_N/C_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-stress</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe-stress</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-irrigation</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Photosynthetic rate ($A_N$), stomatal conductance ($g_s$), transpiration ($E$), internal CO$_2$ concentration ($C_i$), water use efficiency (WUE) and carboxylation efficiency ($A_N/C_i$) measured in Cabernet plants under different water availability.

Changes in plant growth elicited by low water availability have also been related to modulations on the balance between photosynthesis and respiration. These processes are intimately related, and in the last decade has been increasing interest in the interaction between them (Bartoli et al., 2005; Flexas et al., 2006; Martim et al. 2009). Photosynthesis is a complex process and to achieve optimal rates must occur the interaction of chloroplasts with cytosol and other organelles such a mitochondria. Of the total carbon assimilated in photosynthesis, commonly more than 50% is lost in respiration required for plant growth.
and maintenance; however, this relationship may change under drought. For instance, while the photosynthetic rate may decrease up to 100% becoming totally damaged in severe drought conditions, the respiration rate may either increase (Bartoli et al., 2005; Martim et al., 2009) or decrease (Huang and Fu, 2000; Galmes et al., 2007) but may never become fully damaged. Respiration is an essential metabolic process that generates not only ATP but several other metabolites that are used in many synthetic processes essential for growth and maintenance of the cell homeostasis, including under stress conditions (MacCabe et al., 2000; Bartoli et al., 2000).

A special feature of plant cell respiration is the presence of an alternative pathway which drains electrons from the ubiquinone pool without involvement of the cytochrome oxidase (COX) (Brownleader et al., 1997). The mitochondrial alternative oxidase (AOX) apparently reduces molecular oxygen to water in a single four-electron transfer step (Day et al., 1991; Moore and Siedow, 1991). This alternative pathway is nonphosphorylating, resistant to cyanide and antimycin and inhibited by salicylhydroxamic acid (SHAM) and n-propyl gallate (nPG) (Schonbaum et al., 1971; Siedow and Grivin, 1980). Studies focusing respiration rate in response to drought is particularly lower than those about photosynthetic rate. In general, the respiratory pathway decreases during a drought period due to decrease photosynthetic activity and growth. However, this behavior is species dependent but the respiration can increase particularly under severe stress (Flexas et al., 2005; Ghasghaie et al., 2001). After experiencing a drought period, plants may require a increasing in respiratory rate (Kirschbaum, 1987). In wheat leaves Bartoli et al (2005) observed that respiratory rate increased 41% when RWC decreased to 75% in relation to 97.2% in hydrated leaves, this respiratory increase was due to alternative oxidase that doubled the oxygen consumption. Data of our previous research showed that in Vitis vinifera L. cv. Cabernet Sauvignon, the respiratory rate of leaves increased around 74% 12 days after water suspension. This increase was due mostly to an enhancement of the alternative pathway activity as observed in leaves treated with 1 mM potassium cyanide (KCN) an effective COX inhibitor (Table 2).
At the same time, stomatal conductance, assimilation rate and internal CO\textsubscript{2} concentration in leaves of stressed plants decreased 98\%, 83\%, and 21\%, respectively, along with the progress of the water deficit treatment. So, it is worth emphasizing that photosynthesis also requires interactions of chloroplasts with the mitochondria to attain optimal rates (Hoefnagel et al. 1998; Padmasree and Raghavendra, 1999; Dutilleul et al. 2003; Noctor et al. 2004; Nunes-Nesi et al. 2008). In this context, it is likely that the stimulation of the AOX pathway observed in grapevine might represent an important response protecting the photosynthetic machinery under drought conditions.

There are several studies showing that the alternative oxidase increase in plants under some environmental conditions (Padmasree and Raghavendra, 1999; Bartoli et al., 2005; Yoshida et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2008). The increment in alternative oxidase under stress conditions represent a important response to protection of the photosynthetic apparatus against the harmful effects of energy excess. In despite this, the electron partitioning between COX and AOX is modified at the same values of stomatic conductance limiting photosynthesis. At the saturating photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) AOX functioning keeps the photosynthetic electron transport chain more oxidized in Broad beans plants, where the AOX inhibition decreased the O\textsubscript{2} evolution rates and quantum efficiency of PSII (\textphi\textsubscript{II}) (Yoshida et al. 2006). The authors observed that AOX inhibition by SHAM induced a clear decreased in photochemical quenching (qP) and AOX inhibition by nPG lead the prompt increase in non-photochemical quenching (qN) after onset of irradiation. Moreover, AOX inhibition diminished the O\textsubscript{2} evolution and \textphi\textsubscript{II} even at low PPFD and cause imbalance of operating efficiencies between two photosystems which suggest that even at low PPFD the AOX is essential for optimal photosynthesis. In a posterior work, Yoshida et al. (2007) propose that the major physiological function of AOX is to serve as an electron sink that prevents over-reduction of the photosynthetic apparatus and thereby mitigates photoinhibition under excess PPFD. So, AOX activity in plant mitochondria becomes an essential accessory for stabilizing the autotrophic system of higher plants.

![Table 2. Measurement of the capacities of respiratory pathways in Cabernet Sauvignon leaves. Rates were calculated from data of figure 1. Residual respiration (O\textsubscript{2} uptake in the presence of 1 mM KCN + 10 mM SHAM was subtracted from all values. Vt is the rate of O\textsubscript{2} uptake in the absence of inhibitors, V\textsubscript{Cyto} is the capacity of the cytochrome pathway estimated as inhibition in the presence of 10 mM SHAM, V\textsubscript{AOX} is the capacity of the AOX pathway estimated as inhibition in the presence of 1mM KCN. All measurements were made in the fully expanded leaf. Values are means ± SEM of three to four replicates.](https://www.intechopen.com)
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2003; Noctor et al., 2004). Working with wheat Bartoli et al. (2005) showed that under drought the mitochondrial AOX pathway is up-regulated, and that is capable to maintaining photosynthetic electron transport under drought either by direct consumption of reducing power, by sustained production of CO$_2$ or by allowing other power-consuming process to operate unabated. Thus, the nonphosphorylating pathways may function as a mechanism for plant photo-protection, but the components of this mechanism have not been characterized in detail. There are studies which that the AOX can efficiently respond to changes in the light environment such as ones developed by Svensson and Rasmusson (2001) and Finnegan et al. (1997) where AOx gene is induced by light in potato and soybean, respectively. Intrinsic interaction between photosynthesis and the respiratory chain has been observed in studies using specific inhibitors or mutants. In environments of high light and CO$_2$ concentrations, better photosynthesis requires a continuous flow of metabolites through the calvin cycle and cytosolic sucrose synthesis. According Krömer et al. (1988, 1993) in barley protoplasts a low concentration of oligomycin (inhibitor of mitochondrial phosphorylation) diminished the photosynthetic rate, the Adenosine Tri-Phosphate/Adenosine Di-phosphate (ATP/ADP) ratio and the Triose Phosphate/3-Phosphoglyceric Acid (TP/3-PGA) ratio. Some research refer that respiratory ATP is consumed by sucrose synthesis leading to an optimal rate of photosynthesis. Antimycin A (inhibitor of complex III) and SHAM (inhibitor of AOX) decreased the photosynthetic rate in pea mesophyll protoplast. The presence of antimycin A increased TP/3-PGA ratio more than malate/oxaloacetic acid ratio, where in presence of SHAM the last one was strongly increased (Pdsmaree and Raghavendra, 1999). These findings suggest that the cytochrome pathway sustains the triose-phosphate export and the alternative pathway sustains the oxidation of malate in the light.

In leaves, the type and strength of the metabolic interconnections between chloroplast and mitochondria is broadly dependent on chloroplast nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and ATP production driven by light energy. In turn, both ATP and NADPH are the driving force for carbon uptake, nitrogen assimilation and photorespiration. Already in the dark or in heterotrophic tissues the relationship between the plastids and mitochondria are distinct because the mitochondria is the main source of energy (Hoefnagel et al. 1998). However, independent of tissue type the mitochondria always preserve their basic function of being the powerhouse of the cell with the capacity for mitochondrial energy production being ubiquitous among contrasting tissues and developmental stages. Furthermore, another relevant point to be considered is the effect of water stress in electrons partitioning between cytochrome oxidase and alternative oxidase and its consequence in the ATP production. The mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) was more important than oxidative phosphorylation to optimize photosynthesis, particularly under low CO$_2$ concentrations (Padmasree e Raghavendra, 1999). The importance of ETC mitochondrial to photosynthetic process was verified by reduced photosynthetic rate 20 a 30% in tobacco plants with impaired complex I (Dutilleul et al., 2003). In absence of complex I the contribution of ETC mitochondrial to glycine oxidation is reduced increasing extramitochondrial drain causing an increment in chloroplastidial reducing molecules and photosynthetic inhibition.

A main role of AOX is to balance the necessities of carbon metabolism and mitochondrial electron transport (Vanlerberghen and McIntosh, 1997) and under stress conditions its operation allows the TCA cycle to continue providing carbon skeletons for metabolism and synthesis of compatible solutes (Mckenzie and McIntosh, 1999). At the inner membrane of
mitochondria AOX short cuts electron transport by transferring electrons directly from reduced ubiquinone to oxygen consequently the ATP production is diminished. Hence, part of the source for energy coupling is “wasted” as heat. On the other hand, AOX ignore adenylate and Pi control, and, under a high-energy charge, AOX assist to avoid incomplete reduction of oxygen to water as a source for reactive oxygen species. Thereby, AOX activity enables high turnover rates of carbon skeletons in the cytosol and the citric acid cycle at lower productivity levels of harmful reactive oxygen. Indeed, as photosynthesis decreased under water stress, an excess of reducing power is frequently generated and thus over-reduction of photosynthetic electron chain may result in oxidative burst. Thus, the AOX has been the focus of many studies in plant respiratory metabolism under several environmental stresses, mainly because an increase in AOX capacity might contribute to controlling the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Wagner, 1995; Popov et al., 1997; Maxwell et al., 1999; Umbach et al., 2005). At least part of the drought effects on plant physiology is related to ROS formation, such as superoxide (O$_2^-$), hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), hydroxil radicals (OH) and singlet oxygen (¹O$_2$) (Li and Staden, 1998). These ROS may initiate destructive oxidative process such as lipid peroxidation, chlorophyll bleaching, protein oxidation, and damage to nucleic acids (Scandalios, 1993). Water stress invariably decreases the photosynthetic rate and the intensity of this effect influences the capacity of different species to cope with the drought, which also depends on the duration of stress and plant genetic background (Kaiser, 1987; Chaves, 1991, Chaves et al., 2002). Generally, when respiration rate decreases upon drought conditions the photosynthesis and growth requirements are further affected. Nevertheless, this behavior seems to be somewhat species dependent, and respiratory rates can also increase, particularly under severe drought (Gashghaie et al., 2001; Flexas et al., 2005).

Has long be known that the mitochondria are the main source of cellular ROS, and a number of environmental stress that increase ROS production in plants also leads to an increase alternative pathway respiration. Culture of plant cells and fungi showed an increased in AOX activity in response the addition of hydrogen peroxide to the culture medium (Wagner, 1995; Vanlerbergh et McIntosh, 1996). Furthermore, essays with isolated soybean and pea mitochondria showed that additions of AOX inhibitors like as SHAM and nPG induce H$_2$O$_2$ production (Popov et al. 1997). Under abiotic stress plants unavoidably undergo a disruption of cellular homeostasis with predictable consequences for the functioning of mitochondria, including their ability to regulate cellular energy status to cope with unfavorable conditions and during recovery. Soon, due the key role of mitochondria in plant cells, one might expect that cells with impaired mitochondria should not be able to survive stress. As discussed previously, respiration is generally affected by drought, but in a lesser extent than photosynthesis which fits well with the essential role of mitochondria. In water-stressed wheat seedlings pretreated with 1 mM SHAM there was more generation of ROS than seedling either subjected to drought or SHAM treatment alone did (Feng et al. 2008). In addition, 1 mM SHAM did not significantly change the activity of peroxidases in drought leaves but inhibited most of AOX activity, evidencing that AOX inhibition lead to additional ROS production under drought conditions.

As far as water stress is an issue, it is interesting to focus at models that show adaptation to dryness, such as drought-resistant species and desiccation-tolerant organisms such as resurrection plants and orthodox seeds. In the meantime, mitochondrial biology in refer to water stress has been extensively studied in durum wheat a drought-tolerant cereal (Bartoli et al. 2005; Pastore et al. 2007). Analyzing messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) expression of
AOX in Arabidopsis Clifton et al. (2006) show that five Aox genes are expressed with organ and development regulation, suggesting regulatory specialization of AOX genes members. Moreover, studying genes coexpressed with AOXs in response to various treatments that modify mitochondrial functions and/or in plants with altered AOX levels reveals that this gene set encodes more functions outside the mitochondrion than in mitochondria itself (Clifton et al. 2006). Despite this, the authors concluded that this have a role in reprogramming cellular metabolism in response to constant changing environment encountered by plants. The changes in the efficiency of energy coupling (amount of total respiration and AOX) induced by environmental stress are proposed to keep growth rates constant even a change to more unfavourable conditions (Hansen et al. 2002). The AOX pathway is regarded less efficient in energy conservation, so the authors propose that less-efficient metabolism in terms of energy coupling might be more efficient in terms of growth stability. The optimizing metabolic efficiency for adaptive regulation of growth and development seems to be partly regulated by differential activity of AOX pathway. Order to verify the potential role of AOX as marker for stress tolerence a schematic global strategy for future experimentation on AOX was proposed by Arnholdt-Schmitt et al. (2006). Firstly, the system analyses and ecophysiological modeling should be carried out at the whole plant level to determine the importance of identifiable yield determining parameters as a basis for molecular research. This work has to be carried out at the species levels and should regard the interaction between developmental stages and the environment. Stress adaptation may results of sustaining growth by maintaining homeostase, down-regulating growth by avoid nutrient imbalance or up-regulating growth by induced secondary root growth and root hair formation. To breeding a growth adaptation efficient is a function of its effect on yield stability and in accordance of modeling; responsive tissues and cells should be identified parameters and will then be available for AOX analyses.

3. Changes in sugar metabolism in response to low water availability

As discussed in the previous section, drought alters the production and consumption of photoassimilates, so not surprisingly, the carbon partitioning between leaves itself and others plants organs will also be affected. The partitioning of photoassimilate is the result of a coordinated set of processes of anabolism and transport between source/sink and is under the control of genetic, environment and development factors (Chaves, 1991). The amount of carbon that will be available for storage, maintenance and transport is determined by regulatory processes in the sources leaves. Part of this process, referred as metabolic control of the of triose-phosphate export from the chloroplast for the synthesis of sucrose in the cytosol, it is reasonably comprehensible (Stitt and Quick, 1989). Sucrose, a main product of photosynthesis, is the major form of translocated carbon and the most important substrate for sink metabolism. In full expanded leaves, the carbon is split between leaf itself and the whole plant, already in mature leaves, the majority of carbon is translocated to another parts of plant. In accordance to Huber and Huber (1996) sucrose contents in leaf is determined by several factors including the rate of photosynthesis, the partitioning of photosynthetic carbon between starch and sucrose, the rate of sucrose hydrolysis and the rate of sucrose export. The sucrose contents in leaves can imply the existing availability of carbon assimilates for growth and development, since this sugar is both, the principal and the preferred form of photoassimilate for transport to sink organs (Liu et al. 2004).
Under water stress is a strong decreased in starch content, inactive osmotically, and concomitant increase in soluble sugars, osmotically active, which provide the lowering the osmotic potential and contributes to maintenance of leaf water status (Pelleschi et al. 1997; Pinheiro et al. 2001; Yang et al. 2001). Moreover, according Bray (1997) sugars are energy and carbon sources required for defense response and water stress adaptation, hence, the higher supply of these molecules is necessary for plant survival in this condition. When reserve polysaccharides are mobilized, often has sucrose as a product of hydrolysis. The drought modifies the carbon partitioning between starch and sucrose synthesis and the sucrose/starch ratio can increase 2 or 3 fold (Quick et al. 1989, 1992; Vassey and Sharkey, 1989). Plants of grapevine cv. Cabernet Sauvignon exposed to severe stress showed decreases in leaf starch levels with fall in $w_{so}$, so, as a consequence of increased synthesis versus starch breakdown higher levels of sucrose were expected. However, the drought leads to reductions of 32% in the levels of sucrose, but, the sucrose/starch ratio increased from 0.54 to 0.69 in control and dryness plants, respectively (table 3). This increase being more directly related to starch reduction than sucrose synthesis itself. Moreover, the decrease in leaf water potential reduced 18% in the SPS activity and increased 60% in the vacuolar acid invertase activity (Figure 2). In leaves, sucrose content is dependent on its synthesis catalyzed by sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS) and its breakdown catalyzed by invertases. The employ and allocation of sucrose for different pathways and different cellular compartments are greatly dependent on the physiological and biochemical requirements of tissues: 1) driven to glicolytic way and tricarboxylic acid cycle to produce ATP and NADH; 2) employed in biosynthesis of primary metabolites essential for growth and development; 3) converted in polymers such starch, triacylglycerides or polypeptides for long-term storage or 4) converted in secondary compounds enabling the plants to produce with predators, pests and environment changes. Many of these processes can occur simultaneously in the same compartment, so the allocation of sucrose for such events requires a mechanism of precise control. The use of sucrose as a source of carbon and energy depends on their breakdown into hexoses, and in plants either sucrose synthase (SS) or invertase catalyze this reaction. Invertase (EC 3.2.1.26, $\beta$-fructofuranosidase) is a hidrolase and cleaving sucrose into glucose and fructose, whereas SS (EC 2.4.1.13) is a glycosyl transferase that in presence of Uridine Diphosphate (UDP) cleaving sucrose into UDP-glucose and fructose (Sturm, 1999). Plants have two classes of invertase, which differ by their optimum pH, being alkaline invertase (AI) with maximal activity at pH 7.0 located in the cytoplasm, and the acid isoforms with optimum activity at pH around 5.0 and at least two subcellular locations. Most plants have at least two isoforms of vacuolar invertase, which accumulate as soluble proteins (soluble acid invertases) in the lumen of this acidic compartment and several isoforms of extracellular invertase that are ionically bound to the cell wall (Sturm, 1999).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Starch ($\mu g$ g$^{-1}$ FW)</th>
<th>Sucrose ($\mu mol$ g$^{-1}$ FW)</th>
<th>Glucose ($\mu mol$ g$^{-1}$ FW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drought</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Starch, sucrose and glucose levels measured in Cabernet Sauvignon under severe water stress.
The role of invertases is extremely important for many cellular processes, such as for example, their involvement in phloem loading and unloading, the involvement in plant defense response to stresses and recovery of turgor for cell expansion (Sturm and Tang, 1999). Sugars and invertases are crucial for reproductive development under drought. In several parts of the world, reproductive crops are the mainstays of agriculture being large extensions devoted to grain, fruit, nuts, flowers and so on. During the production cycle of plants, it is vital to maintain these structures, especially under environment unfavorable conditions. In virtually all crops, water stress can trigger a smaller floral development or induce aborts when occurred around the time of pollination. Even if occurs the rehydration by rain or irrigation management, there is no resumption of floral growth and the abortion will irreversible. The result is fewer grains or fruits, but, if dryness is delayed until later in reproduction, abortion may not occur and, instead, floral and fruit development may diminish reversible (Saini and Westgate, 2000; Boyer and Westgate, 2004). After phloem unloading in sinks, sucrose is translocated to recipient cells through either the apoplastic pathway (cell wall matrix) or symplastic pathway (via plasmodesmata). The apoplastic pathway is effective at various points during development of most of reproductive organs where CWIN is characteristically expressed to hydrolyse extracellular sucrose. The cell wall invertase (CWIN) and vacuolar invertase (VIN) are associated to the earliest phases of flower development and the activity supplies hexoses to developing anthers and ovaries before pollination occurs. Recipient cells in sinks receive the hexose released from CWIN activity through hexose transporter (HT) and co-expression of CWIN and HT has been observed in many systems (Roitsch and Gonzalez, 2004).

Tissue elongation can be attributed to both process cell division and cell expansion, and it is believed that vacuolar invertase plays a role in cell expansion. But, it is difficult to obtain direct evidence for this, mainly due the multi-cellular nature of plant tissues where a given cell type is often deeply embedded and thus not readily accessible for harvest and measurement. It is believed that the invertase act in cell expansion by promoting the osmotic regulation (Roitsch and Gonzales, 2004; Sergeeva et al., 2006). This is possible because
through its activity invertase hydrolyzing sucrose into two hexoses which doubles the osmotic contribution thus favoring water influx to drive cell expansion. The invertase activity in response to water stress present different patterns, which vary according to the intensity of the stress and the species studied. According to Zinselmeier et al. (1995), the increased in soluble and insoluble invertase activity during pollination and grain development of maize was blocked by water stress. This was correlated with low levels of reducing sugars, increased in sucrose contents, starch depletion and growth inhibition of ovarian culminating in abortion. However, there was strong accumulation of hexoses correlated with induction of vacuolar invertase activity in leaves of maize exposed to water stress (Peleisci et al. 1997). These results show that the response of invertase to water stress is specific to tissue and organ. In addition, in leaves of Lupinus albus L. the activity of vacuolar and cytosolic invertases and soluble sugar levels increased 6 days after water suspension, being the magnitude of the increased more pronounced in leaf blade (Pinheiro et al. 2001). In hydrated maize plants except cell wall invertase, the activity of other enzymes responsible for hydrolysis of sucrose is higher in sink than in source leaves, being none detected or only marginal effect of water stress on the activity of CWIN, CIN and SS in both organs (Kim et al. 2000). But, the water stress has caused a remarkable increase in VIN in mature leaves, leaf sheath and primary roots. In maize under drought, the most pronounced activity of VIN was due Ivr2 gene expression (Peleisci et al. 1999; Kim et al. 2000), while none of the other genes encoding both the soluble (Ivr1) and insoluble (Incw1, Incw2, Incw3, Incw4) form were expressed or modulated (Kim et al. 2000).

The buildup of sucrose and hexoses in source leaves may have several consequences, such as change in cellular osmotic potential and modulation of the expression of various genes of carbohydrate metabolism. According Sturm and Tag (1999) sucrose and its hydrolysis hexoses have crucial role in several signal transduction pathways. Because are sessile, plants have few alternative to survive and/or acclimate to environment changing, then are highly sensitive and responsive. Thus, the genes regulation by carbohydrates represents a valuable mechanism for adaptation to environment failures (Smeekens, 2000; Rolland et al. 2006). The sugar concentration in plant tissues varies over wide range, which typically exceeds that found in other homeostatic systems, such as the blood of mammals. This provides the plants with broad spectrum of signs and great capacity for adjustment. The effects of carbohydrate availability on the expression of specific genes enable and amplify the possible interference of more immediate metabolic control. In general way decreases in carbohydrate levels increase gene expression of photosynthetic process (Sheen, 1990; Krapp et al; 1993; Ehness, 1997) and storage mobilization/translocation (Ho et al. 2001; Conde et al. 2006). On the other hand, high levels of carbohydrate lead the expression of storage and consumption genes (Roitsch et al. 1995; Atassanova et al. 2003).

Abscisic acid (ABA), a important component of several signal transduction pathway of stress response led increases in invertase activity when exogenously applied in soybean green beans (Ackerson, 1985) and maize leaves exposed to drought (Trouverie et al. 2003). Abscisic acid induces not only increases in VIN activity but also the expression of Ivr2 in leaves and root maize (Trouverie et al. 2004). Some methodical and striking research of the sugar-ABA interface have been carried out recently and hexose-based signals originating from sucrose cleavage are implicated in regulation of ABA biosynthetic genes (Gazarrani and McCourt, 2001). Like the several role exerted by the sucrose, eg. nutrition, osmoregulation and signaling, plant invertase may have different functions. Often, this
enzyme hydrolyzes sucrose into hexoses providing fuel for respiration as well carbon and energy for the synthesis of diverse compounds. The cleavage of sucrose into glucose and fructose causes a marked increase in osmotic pressure of cells, suggesting a possible role of invertase in cell elongation and plant growth (Sturm and Tag, 1999). Thus, in water stress conditions the invertase can act as mediators in the process of osmotic adjustment required for the survival of plant.

4. Water-saving irrigation and plant metabolism

It is known that many crops have high water requirements and supplemental irrigation is necessary to achieve the optimal production rates. According to actually scenario of climate changing and future predictions the demand for irrigation will increase considerably in years to alleviate the consequences of these changes. Nevertheless, as a consequence of global climate changes and environment pollution, water for agriculture has been limited in many regions (FAO, 2003). Because of this, water resources saving and increasing agricultural productivity per unit of water are becoming of a strategic importance for many countries. Irrigation is applied for preventing water deficits that reduce crop yield. The crop water use has two major components related to water loss: evapotranspiration (ET) that represents evaporation losses from the soil and crop and other losses that result from the distribution of water to the land. An important fact is that all irrigation water contains salts and, as water evaporates, salts concentrate in soil profile and must be displaced below the root zone before they reach a concentration that limits crop yield. Salt leaching is achieved by the movement of water applied in excess of evapotranspiration and some of water losses are unavoidable and are needed to maintain the salt balance. So, this effect can be minimized with efficient irrigation methods and by appropriate management. The evaporation from crop canopies is strongly attached with carbon assimilation (Steduto et al. 2009), so diminishing ET without deleterious effects in crop yield is so difficult. A restraint in water supply that decreases transpiration under the rate dictated by the evaporative demand of the atmosphere is paralleled by a reduction in biomass gain.

Thus, improving management irrigation is most likely the best option in most agricultural systems for increasing the efficiency of water use (Steduto et al. 2007). Deficit irrigation (DI) and partial root-zone drying (PRD) are water-saving irrigation strategies. The practice of water supply below the ET requirements is termed deficit irrigation (DI), where the irrigation is reduced relative to that needed to meet maximum ET and the mild stress has minimal effects on the crop productivity (English, 1990; English and Raja, 1996). Thus, water employed for irrigation can be reduced and the water saved can be diverted for another uses. In areas of frequent water scarceness and long drought periods the application of DI is a common practice; however, an effective use of DI requires prior knowledge of specific crop-growth stages showing tolerance to water stress. Moreover, the decreasing in the water improvement for irrigation to an area requires a lot of adjustments in agricultural system. PRD is a further refinement of DI; which involves irrigating only half of the root zone leaving the other to dry to a predetermined level before alternating irrigation. The PRD practice can save up to 50% of irrigation water with only a marginal yield reduction in tomato (Kirda et al. 2004). So, accumulated evidence has demonstrated that, given a same amount of irrigation water, PRD is superior to DI in terms of yield maintenance and increase WUE (Dodd 2009; Wang et al. 2010). Wang et al. (2009) reported that in potatoes plants total N content leaf layer was significantly higher for PRD than for the DI and full irrigated (FI).
However, the increment of tuber dry weight was similar for all the irrigation treatments; as a result the WUE was similar for the PRD and DI treatments and which was significantly greater than that for FI treatment.

Results of Mingo et al. 2004 showed that PRD tomato plants achieved biomass equivalence with FI plants but in PRD plants translocation of dry matter from leaves and stems was increased which led increase of root biomass by 19%. Has been shown that the exposure of roots to soil drying and soil re-watering increases root growth (Laing et al. 1996) and that PRD increase root growth of grapevine plants (Dry et al. 2000). The conservative vision of drought is that soil drying induces restriction of water supply and this outcome in a sequential reduction of tissue water content, growth and stomatal conductance. Definitely this is the case, and in some events changes occurred in leaf physiology are more closely associated to the changes in soil water content (Passioura, 1988). This sort of reaction demands that the plants have certain mechanism for sensing the soil water content and regulating stomatal aperture and leaf growth accordingly. This might involve transfer of chemical signal from the roots to shoots through xylem and such control has been called chemical signaling (Jones, 1980). Both practices, PRD and DI led the ABA-based root-to-shoot chemical signaling regulating stomatal conductance and leaf expansion growth thereby increasing WUE (Dodd, 2007; Wang et al. 2010). But, earlier studies indicated that in a similar soil water deficit, PRD can intensify ABA signaling relative to the DI treatment resulting in better control of plant water loss causing further improvement of WUE (Dodd, 2007; Wang et al. 2010). PRD can stimulate root growth and maintain a constant ABA signaling to regulate shoot physiology; whereas plants under DI some of the roots in dry soils for long period may die and signaling may diminish and shoot water deficits may occur (Kirda et al 2004; Davies and Hartung, 2004).

Beyond saving water and improvement WUE, various researches have demonstrated that PRD may improve fruit quality (dos Santos et al. 2003; Zgebe et al. 2006; Treeb et al. 2007; Jensen et al. 2010). Although the physiological reasons for such event remain unclear, it is suggested that improved crop nutrient status may partly be responsible for the higher crop quality under the PRD treatment (Shahnazari et al. 2008). The authors predicted that PRD led to less mineral N left in the soil and the crop showed a clear “stay green” phenomenal late in the season, and might have contributed to the higher marketable tuber yield. In agreement, Wang et al. (2009) observed that PRD significantly increased the total N content in leaves, stems, and tubers of potato plants compared with FI and DI treatments. Another crop, like maize and wheat has also been denoted an increase in N uptake under PRD irrigation (Kirda et al. 2005; Li et al. 2005). Nevertheless, PRD does not improve N uptake in plants of maize (Hu et al. 2009) and tomato (Topcu et al. 2007) not being clarified the reasons for this discrepancy.

The PRD technique has been applied in several studies related to distinct culture such potato, tomato, soybean, wheat, olive and so on. But, to Vitis vinifera L plants which the production is frequently dependent on irrigation the technique is now undergoing extensive commercial trials. The main effects of PRD in grapevine are that water use efficiency is increased, vegetative vigour is reduced while crop yield and berry size are not significantly reduced. The reduction in canopy density can result in better light penetration to the bunch zone and a consequent improvement in grape quality (Dry et al. 1996). So, the concept to use PRD as a tool to manipulate water deficit responses in this way had its origin in the observation of Loveys and During (1984) who the root-derived ABA signal was important to
grapevine stomatal conductance. Thereafter, Gowing et al. (1990) showed that split-root plants could be used to show that many of the effects of water stress could be explained in terms of the transport of chemical signals from root to shoot without changes in water relations. The management of irrigation allows manipulating vegetative development if both wet and dry root zones could be maintained (Loveys, 1991). The necessary chemical signals would derive from the dry roots and water supplied from the wet roots would prevent the development of severe water deficit. In a pot experiment where a comparison was made between partial and complete rootzone drying, partial drying resulted in an 80% reduction in stomatal conductance an 60% in leaf ABA content whereas when a similar reduction in gs occurred in response to drying the entire root system foliar ABA increased 5-fold (Stoll et al. 2010). According Loveys et al. (2000) the changes in ABA content of grapevine roots exposed to drying soil not necessary translate to an equivalent change in leaf ABA. The amount of ABA accumulated in leaves may not be important in determining stomatal conductance but the levels of ABA in the xylem is the important factor that control stomatal aperture (Jia and Zhang, 1999). Both, the high concentration of ABA in the xylem and the increase in xylem sap pH in PRD vines may contribute to greater transpiration efficiency and regulation of stomatal conductance (Stoll et al. 2010).

One of the greatest strengths of PRD over other forms of deficit irrigation is the better control of vegetative growth without reduction in fruit yield and quality (Santos et al. 2003). Frequently, this control is associated to reduce total leaf area index in response to PRD application (Santos et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2006). So, a lowest green leaf area will not only reduce transpiration but can also reduce photosynthesis due to less light capture. But, in some studies the PRD treatment have not influenced the photosynthetic rate (Aganchich et al. 2009; Melgar et al. 2010). As discussed previously in this chapter water deficits can affect photosynthesis and reduce carbon photoassimilates in source leaves. The response of plant growth is closely related to carbon supply and allocation within its organs, and under water deficit the export of photoassimilates from source leaves to sink organs is reduced and the competition for assimilates among the organs is modified. As a result, carbon assimilation, partitioning and plant growth changes in response to water deficit, since the growth of any specific sink organ especially reproductive organ, depends mostly on the carbon assimilates available to the organ. Opposed to a simple water deficit treatment, DI scheduling is often applied by withholding water specifically in periods when organ of the plant with economic value (eg. Fruit, grain, root...) is less sensitive to water deprivation. Although, the responses of carbon allocation to water stress are well clarified, there is still a lack of knowledge about how PRD and DI interfere allocation patterns of carbon assimilates.

Deficit irrigation is more frequent applicable in tree crops and vines because economic returns be higher in fruit trees than in field crops. When tested in tomatoes, PRD saved up 50% of the irrigation water and caused a marginal reduction in yield with reduced leaf area index and vegetative growth suggesting that photosynthesis assimilates were predominately partitioning to fruit growth so that significant yield reduction was prevent (Kirda et al. 2004). According to yours findings the authors suggest that PRD can be viable and beneficial option with the conventional DI to avoid crop-yield reductions when and if there is water shortage. Moreover, high crop yield can be maintained under water scarcity if the PRD is applied, so are still needed more studies to test yield responses of other horticultural, field and tree crops with a high-irrigation-water requirement. However, when applying the deficit irrigation is important to know the low, medium and drought-tolerant
growth stage to optimize the reduction of water that can be deployed. In various cases PRD is capable to maintain a elevated yield as well as higher quality and thereby a elevated water saving per produced unit than DI. Higher local soil water flow might be present and higher nitrogen mineralization occurred under PRD as compared with DI influencing the transport of nutrients to the root surfaces (Jensen et al. 2010).

Although it has shown positive results for some crops, many tests are required with the practice of PRD does occur before its implementation on a commercial scale. So far, the most valued characteristics in studies of PRD and DI applied are WUE and the gas exchange and in some cases the crop yield and quality. However, there is a great gap about the behavior of sugar partitioning between organ source and organ sink as well as activity of key enzymes of this process, in cellular respiration and in other processes related to cellular energy in response to DI and PRD applied. Even though there studies showing few or no modification on gas exchange in plants exposed to DI or PRD failure to elucidate the physiological mechanisms responsible to this. Given the fact that production (photosynthesis) partitioning (sugar metabolism) and consumption (respiration) are the mainstays to plant growth and development, studies of such processes in plants exposed to DI or PRD is extremely important to support the recommendation of this technique.

5. Conclusion

Actually, more than told the global climate change has been experienced by all living organisms, especially the plants because they are sessile. In this scenario a major concern in the plant science community is the aridity increasing ever more reducing water availability for agriculture practices. The plants respond quickly to reduced water potential in soil and atmosphere by altering several metabolic reactions, physiological process and genes expression, where the first one is the decrease in stomatal aperture. Photosynthesis and respiration are closely related process, and obviously the changes in plant growth elicited by reduced water availability have been associated to modulations between the production and consumption of carbon. Furthermore, another strong implication to plant development inherent drought is the impaired partitioning of carbon between the leaf and others organs. So, before this situation the development of suitable irrigation managements in order to maintain crop yield without impaired quality and avoidance water waste is an important issue worldwide. Some research employing irrigation management like deficit irrigation and partial root-zone drying techniques has been widely investigated with promising results but somewhat conflicting. Although, the major works employing DI and PRD technique were performed in perennial crops, with a few works in horticultural crops. Moreover, the results obtaining by these irrigation management are mainly related to quality and water use efficiency, being required studies on the parameters of production (photosynthesis), consumption (respiration) and partitioning (sugar metabolism) of carbon.
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The book entitled Water Quality, Soil and Managing Irrigation of Crops comprises three sections, specifically: Reuse Water Quality, Soil and Pollution which comprises five technical chapters, Managing Irrigation of Crops with four, and Examples of Irrigation Systems three technical chapters, all presented by the respective authors in their own fields of expertise. This text should be of interest to those who are interested in the safe reuse of water for irrigation purposes in terms of effluent quality and quality of urban drainage basins, as well as to those who are involved with research into the problems of soils in relation to pollution and health, infiltration and effects of irrigation and managing irrigation systems including basin type of irrigation, as well as the subsurface method of irrigation. The many examples are indeed a semblance of real world irrigation practices of general interest to practitioners, more so when the venues of these projects illustrated cover a fair range of climate environments.
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